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BETWEEN:

Court File No. CV-14-10678-00CL
ONTARIO

SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(COMMERCIAL LIST)

GRACE ADSHADE, BEAVER VALLEY HOLDINGS LIMITED
and PREMIERE SELF STORAGE INC.

-and-

TDCI BRACEBRIDGE INC., CLIVE FIGUEIRA
and CAROL TARBACK

Applicants

Respondents

AFFIDAVIT OF GRACE ADSHADE

I, Grace Adshade, of the Town of Collingwood, in the Province of Ontario, MAKE
OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS:

1. I am one of the Applicants, I am also the sole officer and director of the other
Applicants and I proceeded with the court application to have BDO Canada
Limited ("BDO") appointed as the Receiver for TDCI Bracebridge Inc. ("TDCI")
and as such, have knowledge of the matters hereinafter sworn. Where

information has been obtained from others, I do verily believe this information to

be true.

2. This affidavit is also further to the affidavits and evidence that I presented on

behalf of the Applicants in this matter.

3. On behalf of the Applicants, I'm not opposed to the discharge of BDO as

Receiver and do not take issue with the charges and receipts sought to be
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approved by BDO in its role as Receiver. However, I do take issue with the

proposed payout from the auction proceeds and the charges that have been

applied against Premiere Self Storage Inc. ("Premiere") and Beaver Valley

Holdings Limited ("BVHL"). Based upon facts and evidence presented to BDO, it

is my belief that Premiere and BVHL, which is the company that 1operate and

used to finance Premiere, are entitled to receive a substantially greater payment

from the auction proceeds, particularly as several items sold by BDO through the

auction process belonged to Premiere.

4. Justice Pattillo accepted in his Reasons dated February 27, 2014, that I provided

nearly all of the financing to renovate the premises owned by TDCI as well as to

maintain the premises, while Figueira andTarback embezzled and diverted to their

personal use, more than $2.5 million. Justice Pattillo based this amount on the

initial reports from BDO that had been provided to that date before BDO was

appointed Receiver. It is also became clear that Figueira and Tarback actually took

substantially more than this amount. The full extent of their actions in this regard as

directed by Figueira has not been fully ascertained. Arealistic estimate of what they

actually took would besubstantially greater than $2.5 million. Iadvanced more than
$3 million to the enterprise through Premiere and BVHL.

5. In their report, BDO sets out that where they were uncertain as to the ownership of
various items they presumed that the item belonged TDCI and allocated theauction

proceeds accordingly. In my view, this was not a reasonable presumption to make.
The reasonable presumption in the circumstances is that Premiere and/or BVHL

owned the items and not TDCI, particularly given the reasons of Justice Pattillo as

well as the clear evidence that I presented to the court, and the information

available to BDO as to these facts,

6. It is undisputed that Iprovided nearly all ofthe funds to purchase these items which
I directed through Premiere and BVHL, including items allegedly belonging to

Figueira and Tarback. This is particularly true in relation to the references to credit
card purchases referred to in paragraph 21 of the Receiver's Third Report and to
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credit card reimbursement details. The only credit card used by Figueira was one

provided by me and the charges to that credit card were paid directly by me through

Premiere / BVHL on a line of credit, on which I paid interest. Figueira did not pay for

these charges and it is only through the reports from BDO that I have learned that

Figueira was also claiming reimbursement for the same charges from TDCI. This

was therefore another way in which Figueira obtained funds to which he was not

entitled as he was claiming to be reimbursed for something which I had already

paid directly. In these circumstances, the Applicants have already been defrauded

twice and if we do not receive the proceeds from the auction for these items we will

be prejudiced a third time for items which were purchased using funds provided
directly by Premiere / BVHL.

7. It is also clear, as is set out by Justice Pattillo in his decision and in BDO's reports,

that Premiere's income was being diverted by Figueira for his and Tarback's

personal use, including to purchase items for himself and his family. It was only in
trying to find a means to account for all of this improper taking that accounting
entries were made to show indebtedness to TDCI.

8. Is also clear from the evidence given at the hearing as well as through the various
documents available to the Receiver and counsel, that Figueira and Tarback had

no source ofincome. The only funds available to Figueira and Tarback to purchase

anything came from funds that they were diverting, predominantly from me, as I
had been providing the money to operate the businesses through BVHL's line of
credit through Premiere. I have presented BDO with substantial documentation as
to the financing provided by me through BVHL. It was only through the reports
provided to me by BDO that Ilearned of the manner in which these funds had been
diverted to the use of Figueira and Tarback. These amounts were substantial.

Based upon all of this, the presumptive owner of any uncertain items should be
Premiere.

9. I have also requested that the auction proceeds from the sale of items alleged to

belong to Figueira and Tarback be paid to Premiere. These items were stored in
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the lockers owned by Premiere as well as stored in the space occupied by

Premiere. The auction proceeds for these items is $27,671.85. Based upon the

storage invoices directed to Figueira and Tarback, the sum of $22,435.97 was

owing to Premiere on its lien rights. The sum of $5235.88 received in addition to the

lien should also to be allocated to Premiere and BVHL related to its presumptive

ownership rights for these items were purchased using my funds. BDO confirmed

before the auction that these amounts would be allocated to Premiere and to BVHL

in an email to me dated July 22, 2015. A copy of this email is attached hereto as

Exhibit "A".

10.1 also confirmed with BDO prior to the auction as to the actual lockers that were

being used by Figueira and Tarback and as to the unpaid storage fees supporting

the lien rights on behalf ofPremiere. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" isa diagram of

Premiere's storage locker area showing the lockers being used by Figueira to which

the lien rights arose and from which the goods sold at auction were obtained. This

information was also provided to BDO.

11. BDO has subsequently taken the position that the area where these goods were

stored belonged to TDCI and that TDCI is entitled to the auction proceeds. This is
incorrect. BDO was correct in its initial position as outlined above in its email to me

and the evidence supports that Premium is entitled to the proceeds on the basis of

Premiere's lien rights and ownership rights. Ibelieve that BDO may have made this

error because BDO was managing Premiere's business at the time and sent out

invoices under TDCI's name rather than under Premium's name. Attached hereto

as Exhibit "C" is an example invoice sent to Figueira dated July 4, 2015 setting out

the storagefees that relate to the lockers and space belonging to Premiere.

12. Additionally, as a result ofthe representations and the understanding that Premiere

would be receiving the proceeds, which I relied upon, I gave directions to the

auctioneer with respect to the sale of the items when sold at auction. I also

purchased several of the items at auction and paid amounts based upon the

understanding that the funds belonged to Premiere. I would not have paid the
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amounts that were paid at auction for these items had Ithought the proceedswould

not go to Premiere.

13. Based upon Premiere's lien rights and the representations made to me by BDO, as

well as the foregoing as to the fact that the resources used to purchase these items

were obtained from either my funds directly or from diverting Premiere's income,

the auction proceeds in the amount of$27,671.85 related to the sale ofthese items

should be properly allocated to Premiere.

14. In addition to these issues as to the allocation of the auction sale proceeds to

Premiere, there are errors in the manner in which expenses were debited to

Premiere's income from the locker storage business. There are primarily two

issues in this regard. The first has to do with the notional rents that have been

charged against Premiere's income as rent payable to TDCI and, the second,

relates to Figueira's theft of $10,003 from TDCI's bank accounts on February 27,

2014.

15.The Receiver indicated in Its Second Report, as well as in its currentThird Report,

that untangling what Figueira had done to Premiere's business in an attempt to

improperly incorporate that business into TDCI would be difficult to complete
without conducting a more detailed review of all that had occurred. While this

exercise might have been difficult, it does not mean that this conduct or what

occurred to Premiere's assets and income should simply be ignored. This is in

effect what is now being done at Premiere's expense for in addition to its income

and assets being diverted, it is now disproportionately bearing the expenses of

TDCI, when it was Premiere that funded the operations and renovations to the

building to permitTDCI to obtain rental income.

16.1 have disputed that there is any basis in the circumstance for imputing a notional

rent payable by Premiere to TDCI as these were reasonably offset against any

possible rent. BDO has already accepted that the sham leases that Figueira had

put together to suggest that TDCI was receiving high rents from its space from
Premiere had no basis in reality. It is also my beliefand evidence, that it is not my
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actual signature that appears on those documents to suggest agreement by

Premiere. I believe that my signature was either copied on to the document, or the

signature was part of a different document that Figueira had put together. Other

lease versions showed Figueira as signing on behalf of both TDCI and Premiere.

He had no authority to sign anything on behalf of Premiere. It was never agreed

that Premiere would pay rent to TDCI, particularly as Premiere, through BVHL was

the source ofthe funding for the entire enterprise and was owed millions ofdollars.

17.1 believe that BDO has made a factual and presumptive error in its approach to

dealing with Premiere. Firstly, as to the application of notional rent, and secondly

as to how it applied that notional rent. Even if BDO is not able to fully account for

all of Premiere's income and assets related to Figueira's improper conduct during

the time that I was attempting to have the Receiver appointed, it does not mean

that it is impossible to at least apply a reasonable credit in favour of Premiere to

account for this situation. In these circumstances, I believe that there are two

possible choices, one is that no rent be imputed to Premiere as there was no basis

to charge rent, or; second, if notional rent is attributed to Premiere, then a notional

credit should also be applied to account for Premiere's diverted income to TDCI for

at least six months as these funds were being used to fund the expenses of TDCI.

It would be possible to make a reasonable estimate based upon the known income
from just thestorage lockers and to apply a notional credit accordingly.

18.The locker income was at least $126,000 during this period based upon BDO's

reports. At least a minimum of $50,000 of this income beyond the notional rents

and expenses was used to fund TDCI. On this basis, I have suggested at least a

minimum credit of $30,000 be applied as a notional credit to Premiere to be

applied against the notional rents. Additionally, the amount of space on which the
notional rent has been applied has been grossed up, representing a double charge

for expenses to Premiere. This additional overcharge represents a further

$4821.95. There are other grounds to support further amounts being paid to

Premiere, such as the HST rebate, etc. as well as the fact that Premiere also

operated and paid for the renovated office space known as Premiere Office and
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the rents for these spaces have not been accounted for to Premiere but has been

allocated to TDCI.

19.An additional accounting error has been made in relation to the amounts allocated

to Premiere which was debited from the storage locker rental income in the

amount of $10,003. This was an amount stolen from TDCI's bank account by

Figueira on February 27, 2014. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are copies of the

transaction receipts showing that these funds were removed from TDCI's bank

account. These amounts should not be debited from Premiere's income as this

income was received in relation to the storage lockers. The funds were later taken

from TDCI's bank account where they had been deposited after being diverted

from Premiere. It is TDCI that should bear this loss not Premiere.

20. If just the above noted items were properly allocated to Premiere, a total of

$72,497.75 would be owing to Premiere in addition to the amounts set out in the

Receiver's Third Report from the auction proceeds. I believe that there is strong

evidence to support that Premiere is entitled to substantially more from the

proceeds. For example, if the notional rents are not applied to Premiere, then this

amount increases to $118,321.01. It is my belief, that Premiere / BVHL is entitled

to receive additional payment in the range of $77,961.75 to $118,132.01 on a

reasonable basis from the proceeds.

21. In addition to the items set out above, it is my belief that Premiere has a greater

equitable claim to the proceeds as set out above and in relation to any competing

claim, particularly for in addition to the frauds against it and the expenses incurred

by Premiere, Premiere was also forced to sell its business at a substantial loss
which is a benefit to the mortgagee Mel Eisen. As is set out in the appraisals

obtained by BDO, the storage locker business is worth substantially more and

substantially increases the value ofthe building but remaining on site.

22.1 make this affidavit in support of the Applicants claim to a greater proportion of the

auction proceeds from the TDCI Receivership.
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Sworn before me at the Town of Collingwood)

in the Province oMntario
on December^

^ _^ionerfor Taking Affidavats
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This Is Exhibit "A" referred to in the Affidavit of Grace Adshade
sworn December /;2.'^/2016
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Fisher, Kevin

From: Courage, Bill <BCourage@bdo.ca>
Sent: July 22, 2015 2:50 PM
To: Kevin Fisher; 'Grace Adshade'
Cc: Millis,Stella; 'Ward, David'; 'Dietrich, Jane'
Subject: TDCI and Prenniere
Attachments: Ex GSelf Storage Locker Revenue.pdf; Ex J Premiere Income.pdf

Grace and Kevin:

I am v^riting to advise that the schedule 1provided this morningwas incorrect. While I was operating under the belief
that the rents had been reconciled between the monthly revenue from the spreadsheets at TDCI and our cash receipts,
I was in error. The TDCI spreadsheet included Aterch storage rents that had been removed from the TDCI bank account
on February 27 by Figueira.

I have attached an amended schedule which, unfortunately, shows a deficiency balance for Premiere. I have also
attached thecorrected monthly rental income schedule. Iv^sh to point out that this accounting ison a cash basis. We
are also asking the court for permission to auction the contents of lockers where the owners have not paid funds to
TDCI or the Receiver. All of the receipts, up to the value of the rent owed on the lockers, will be Premiere's revenue.
This includes the lockers used by Clive and Carol in addition to third party tenants.

It is our understanding that the writ of seizure and sale will capture auction proceeds from non-RSLA sale of assets so
if there is surplus raised from their assets over the storageamounts owed either to Premiere or TDCI it v^ll be directed
to BVHL.

I apologize for this error. Please contact me if you have further questions.

Regards,
Bill

William A. (Bill) Courage CPA, CA, FCIRP, CFE
Senior VIce-President

BDO Canada Limited
bcourage@bdo.ca

1717 Second Avenue E, Suite 200
P.O. Box 725

Owen Sound, Ontario N4K 5W9
Canada
Tel: 519 372 0188 x2251

Toll-free: 800 661 8243

Fax: 519 372 0189
www.bdo.ca

www. bdodebthelD.ca

^ Before you print think about the environment

The information contained in this communication is confidential and intended only for the use of those to whom it is addressed. If you have
received this communication in error, please notify me by telephone (collect if necessary) and delete or destroy any copies of it. Thank you.

BDOCanada LLP (and its affiliates), a Canadian limited liability partnership, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.

BDO is the brand name for the BDO network and for each of the BDO Member Firms.
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Le contenu de ce courrielest confidentiel et a I'intention du (des) destinatalre(s) seulement. Si vous recevez cette transmission par erreur,
veulllez m'aviser imm^diatement par t^l^phoneen utiiisantle numero mentlonne ci-haut (a frais virdssi necessaire). Veuiilez effacerou
d^truire toutes copies de ce courriel regues. Merci de votre collaboration.

BDO Canada s.r.l./S.E.N.C.R.L. (et ses filiales), une societe canadienne a responsabilite limlt^e/socletd en nomcollectif a responsabili^
limitee, est naembre de BDO Intemational Umited, societede droitanglais, et fait partiedu reseau International de sodet& membres
ind^pendantes BDO.

BOO est la marque utilisee pour designer le r^eau BDO et chacune de ses soclet^s membres.
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This is Exiiibit "C" referred to In the Affidavit of Grace Adshade
sworn December I 2016
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TDCl Biacebridgc Inc.

345 Eccicsione Drive

Bracebridge. ON PIL IRi

Invoice To

(.'liM-' l-'iaucriii

l iimbcih I^OLUl

i-'U)bii:<ikc. Omarii)

P.O. No.

Description

l.ockor icni.il - til \ 18

l.uijkci l.io: 130.^ iviuul • H» \ IX

l ooker I1fcnfal -42x4''

1 Dckcr 124.' rcnial - 1() \ 20

LocRvr 1214 rcni;ii - 10 \ 15

I ockcr I2lft rental • 10 \ |>

I tukcr I lOK rcniiil - l() \ 10

W'archmiso •ilnniuo: bouts, car. cosniotio
I.DL'kor I l{)6 rental - 10 \ H)

l.ockcr 1107 rental - 10 \ to

HSl (ON) oil

I hank Mni lor \(iiir bii-^inoss

Due Date

4 i 20 5

4 i 2li|? 2u|-l-5.if)

Account #

Total

2Xy.')y

2.S9.y*;

25y.y«>

25'J-«>')

525,00

I7y.w

179,yy

i.VO(l"a

Payments/Credits

Balance Due

Protect

Amount

2.s<;.w

2X9.99

2..vl«).«W

2S';.yy

25') 00

25').^')

I 1)9

525.00

I7y.yy

179.99

624.64

S5.429.55

so.on

'>.'>.429,55



This is Exhibit "D" ref^ed to tn theAffidavit of Grace Adshade
sworn December 2016
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Transaction Details Inquiry

Inquiry Date:

Account:

Transfer

Transaction Date:

Posting Date:

Access Point;

Reference No,

Amount:

Mar 09, 2015 04:21 PM

01242 ***3314

UNLIMITED BOA

Feb 27, 2015 08;13.AM

Feb 27, 2015

Internet Banking
000000052231

$1,500.00

£59l-5W-5l)i JWIO 3mi!ld WdK:)- 5102'6 '"fW
£l0z-fi0-£0 6»:£Z:0l
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Transaction Details Inquiry

Mar 09, 2015 04:20 PM

01242 ***3314

UNLIMITED BOA

Inquiry Date:

Account:

Mithdrawal

Transaction Date;

Posting Date:

Access Point:

Amount:

Feb 27, 2015 09:37 AM

Feb 27, 2015

Branch (00642)

$8,100.00

iH\() iium 5ior6
TTT C10S-60-C0 69''tZ'-9i
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Transaction Details Inquiry

Inquiry Date:

Account:

Withdrawal

Transaction Date;

Posting Date;

Access Point:

ABM Location:

Reference No.:

Amount:

Mar 09, 2015 04:21 PM

01242 *++3314

UNLIMITED BOA

Feb 17, 2015 02:12 AM

Feb 27j 2015

Automated Banking Machine
INTERAC/TNS SCD

09502 (1127)

000000319583

$403.95

JKIO BiVAiad mi-^ 5l0r6
aco^ I t I c101-60-80 6t>:8z:aT
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